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Figure 1: At left is a light field captured by photographing a speck of fluorescent crayon wax through a microscope objective and microlens array.
The objective magnification is 16×, and the field of view is 1.3mm wide. The image consists of 1702 subimages, one per microlens, each depicting a
different part of the specimen. An individual subimage contains 202 pixels, each representing a different point on the objective lens and hence a
unique direction of view. By extracting one pixel from each subimage, we can produce perspective views of the specimen, a sequence of which is
shown at top-right. Alternatively, by summing the pixels in each subimage, we can produce orthographic views with a shallow depth of field, like an
ordinary microscope but of lower spatial resolution. Shearing the light field before summing, we can focus at different depths, as shown in the
sequence at bottom-right. These images were computed in real-time on a PC.

Abstract
By inserting a microlens array into the optical train of a con-

ventional microscope, one can capture light fields of biological
specimens in a single photograph. Although diffraction places a
limit on the product of spatial and angular resolution in these light
fields, we can nevertheless produce useful perspective views and
focal stacks from them. Since microscopes are inherently ortho-
graphic devices, perspective views represent a new way to look at
microscopic specimens. The ability to create focal stacks from a
single photograph allows moving or light-sensitive specimens to
be recorded. Applying 3D deconvolution to these focal stacks, we
can produce a set of cross sections, which can be visualized using
volume rendering. In this paper, we demonstrate a prototype light
field microscope (LFM), analyze its optical performance, and
show perspective views, focal stacks, and reconstructed volumes
for a variety of biological specimens. We also show that synthetic
focusing followed by 3D deconvolution is equivalent to applying
limited-angle tomography directly to the 4D light field.

CR Categories: I.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Digitiza-
tion and Image Capture — imaging geometry, sampling

Keywords: Light fields, synthetic aperture, microscopy, deconvolution,
tomography, volume rendering.

1. Introduction
Microscopes are the primary scientific instrument in many

biological laboratories. Although their performance and ease of
use have improved dramatically over their 400-year history,
microscopes suffer from several limitations. First, diffraction lim-
its their spatial resolution, especially at high magnifications. This
limit can be ameliorated by enlarging the acceptance angle of the
objective lens (called the numerical aperture), but we reach a prac-
tical limit at about 70 degrees on each side of the optical axis.
Second, in a microscope objects are seen in orthographic projec-
tion from a single direction (see figure 3). Moving the specimen
laterally on the microscope stage does not produce parallax, mak-
ing it hard to disambiguate superimposed features. Third, micro-
scopes have a very shallow depth of field, particularly at high
magnifications and numerical apertures. This "optical sectioning"
is useful when viewing thick specimens, but examining the entire
specimen requires moving the stage up and down, which is slow
and may not be possible on live or light-sensitive specimens.

While the first limitation is intrinsic to the physics of light, the
others arise from the current design of microscopes. These limits
can be removed - albeit at a cost in spatial resolution - by captur-
ing light fields instead of images. The scalar light field is defined
as radiance as a function of position and direction in free space.
The problem of recording the light field in a microscope was first
addressed by Gabor using the interference of two coherent light
beams [1948]. Subsequent development of the laser made his
technique practical, leading to holography and holographic
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microscopy [Ellis 1966]. Unfortunately, holomicrographs record
not only the specimen but also the interior of the microscope, lim-
iting their usefulness [Inoué 1997, p. 99]. Researchers have also
proposed capturing sequences of images in which the direction of
illumination [Chamgoulov 2004] or direction of view [Kawata
1987] is restricted in each image, but these methods are slow.

The use of lens arrays to capture light fields has its roots in
Lippman’s 1908 invention of integral photography; a good survey
is [Okoshi 1976]. Spurred by improvements in the technology for
manufacturing microlenses (smaller than 1mm), researchers have
proposed using arrays of them for computer vision [Adelson
1992], 3D video [Javidi 2002], and photography [Ng et al. 2005].
In microscopy, lens arrays have been used to build a single-view-
point array microscope with an ultra-wide field of view [Weinstein
2004], but not to our knowledge to capture multi-viewpoint
imagery. In this paper, we show that by placing a microlens array
at the intermediate image plane of a microscope, we can capture a
light field of the specimen in a single photograph. As in Lipp-
man’s original proposal, we sacrifice spatial resolution to obtain
angular resolution. We can then employ light field rendering
[Levo y 1996] to generate perspective flyarounds, at least up to the
angular limit of rays we have captured. Similarly, we can use syn-
thetic focusing [Isaksen 2000] to produce a focal stack, a
sequence of images each focused on a different plane.

Most devices for capturing light fields operate on macroscopic
scenes (centimeters to meters). In a microscope our scenes are
3-4 orders of magnitude smaller. This change in scale has two
important implications:

• In macroscopic scenes, light field capture and display can be
analyzed using geometrical optics. Under the microscope
wave optics must also be considered. As we shall see in sec-
tion 3, diffraction places an upper limit on the product of lat-
eral and axial resolution in a light field microscope.

• In macroscopic scenes, most objects scatter light, making them
opaque. Under the microscope scattering no longer dominates,
and most objects become partially transparent. This means
that while the 3D structure of macroscopic scenes can only be
analyzed using computer vision algorithms (such as shape-
from-stereo), the 3D structure of microscope light fields can be
analyzed using algorithms for reconstruction from projections.

Tw o algorithms in this class are tomography and 3D decon-
volution. In the latter, the observation is made that each slice in a
focal stack contains blurred contributions by features off the plane
on which it was focused, and if we know the nature of this blur-
ring, we can apply inverse filtering to remove it [Agard 1984].
Although sensitive to noise, 3D deconvolution can be performed
using images from ordinary microscopes, making it an inexpen-
sive alternative to laser confocal microscopy [Corle 1996]. In this
paper we show that focal stacks produced synthetically from light
fields can also be deconvolved, as described in section 4. The
number of slices in the resulting volume is limited by the axial
resolution of the light field, but volumes can be produced from a
single photograph. Alternatively, since a microscope light field is
a set of projections over a range of viewing angles, limited-angle
tomography [Kak 1988] can be applied directly to the light field,
producing a volume. As we show in Appendix A, 3D deconvolu-
tion and limited-angle tomography − techniques that developed in
different fields − are really the same thing.

2. The light field microscope (LFM)
If one places a sensor behind an array of small lenses

(lenslets), and no telecentric stops (as in figure 3(b)) are present,
then each lenslet records a perspective view of the scene observed
from that position on the array. Interpreted as a two-plane light
field, its angular, or uv, resolution depends on the number of
lenslets, and its spatial or st, resolution depends on the number of
pixels behind each lenslet. Placing a "field" lens on the object
side of the lenslet array, and positioning this lens so that the scene
is focused on the array, transposes the light field. Now its spatial
resolution depends on the number of lenslets and its angular reso-
lution on the number of pixels behind each lenslet.

The first arrangement has the advantage of being physically
thin. However, humans are more tolerant of low angular resolu-
tion than low spatial resolution, and it is easier to build one field
lens of high quality than thousands of lenslets of high quality, so if
system thickness is not an issue, the latter arrangement is pre-
ferred. For a microscope, where resolution of the image is criti-
cal, a field lens is essential. This choice also allows us to reuse
the most critical and highly optimized component in a conven-
tional microscope, its objective (see figure 2(a)). The microscope
objective is a highly-corrected optical subsystem capable of cap-
turing rays that strike it at angles of up to 71 degrees from the
optical axis (in air). It would be challenging to replace this sub-
system with an array of microlenses and achieve satisfactory opti-
cal performance. We therefore decided to leave the objective
alone and place a microlens array at the intermediate image plane,
as shown in figure 2(b).

Figure 2(c) shows our prototype light field microscope. The
microlens array was manufactured to our specifications by Adap-
tive Optics, molded in epoxy, and mounted on an optical-quality
glass window. The microlenses were plano-convex and square in
plan view. The array size, microlens curvature, and microlens size
are discussed in section 3. Microscopists normally employ a
cooled-pixel camera to gather more light, especially in fluores-
cence studies, but we were not light-starved in our proof-of-con-
cept experiments, and we needed higher resolution than is easily
available in these cameras, so we employed a 12.8-megapixel dig-
ital SLR and used long exposures when necessary.

Figure 1 shows an example light field recorded by our proto-
type after color demosaicing, rotation to axis-align the microlens
subimages, and scaling to make them an integral number of pixels
on a side. Each subimage records L(•, •, s, t), and within a subim-
age each pixel records L(u, v, •, •). To compute perspective fly-
arounds and focal stacks, we used a real-time synthetic aperture
focusing program. Example images are shown in figures 1 and 3.
In the latter figure, note that the oblique view (c) is noisier than
the focused view (d). This is because the former uses only one
pixel from each microlens, while the latter uses all of them. This
point is worth stressing; our synthetically focused views use all
the light present in the microscope. They sacrifice spatial resolu-
tion relative to an ordinary microscope, but they do not sacrifice
light-gathering ability. We return to this point in section 5.

The optical systems of microscopes differ from those of cam-
eras, making our light field microscope different than a light field
camera in several ways. Two of these differences are particularly
worth discussing:
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Figure 2: Optical layout of our light field microscope. (a) In a transmission-mode light microscope, an illumination source is focused by a con-
denser lens at A onto a specimen at B. An objective lens at C magnifies the specimen, creating a real image at intermediate image plane D. In older
microscopes, this plane is located inside the microscope tube. An ocular (eyepiece) at E further magnifies the central portion of this image, creating
a second image focused at infinity. (b) In our design the ocular is removed, a microlens array F is placed at the intermediate image plane, and a
camera sensor is placed behind this at G, positioned so that each microlens records an in-focus image of the objective (green rays). In light field par-
lance, if the objective aperture and specimen constitute the uv and st planes, then the camera sensor and microlens array constitute a reimaging of
these two planes. This drawing is not to scale; typical distances are shown beside it. (c) Our prototype consists of a Nikon Optiphot and custom mi-
crolens array (red circle). To avoid building a special camera, we re-image G using a Canon 5D 35mm SLR with a 1:1 macro lens.

Microscopes are orthographic. In a normal photographic
lens, all portions of the lens participate in the imaging of each
point in the scene (figure 3(a)). Microscope objectives, by con-
trast, incorporate a stop (a physical ring) one focal length behind
the lens (figure 3(b)). This makes them object-space telecentric
[Kingslake 1983, p. 88], which means:1

(1) microscopes produce orthographic views, not perspective,

(2) translating the stage in x or y provides no parallax,

(3) features do not shift position when they come into focus,

(4) the diameter of the lens is not given by its aperture, but by
the sum of its aperture (base of a cone in figure 3(b)) and
field of view (2 × distance between the two cones), and

(5) the defocus blur (double cone ABC in figure 2(a)), which
becomes the point spread function (PSF) used in decon-
volution, is shift-invariant with respect to x and y.

The first and fourth properties means that we must incorporate this
telecentricity into our light field rendering software, if we are to
generate correct views. Fortunately, this is straightforward; the st
plane is set to the field of view, and the uv plane is set to the base
of the cone in figure 3(b) but with w (the homogeneous coordinate

1Te xtbooks on microscopy describe this aperture stop (e.g. [Pluta 1988, vol. 1, p.
238]), but generally don’t mention "telecentric", "orthographic", or the other proper-
ties listed above. These properties are, however, described in [Streibl 1984].

of the plane vertices) equal to zero (see [Levo y 1996]). This
places the uv plane at infinity, which causes the input data to be
treated as orthographic. The second and third properties means
that microscopes lack parallax-based depth cues. As a result,
microscopists are excited when they see our perspective views and
ability to shift the virtual viewpoint. The fifth property is essential
to the functioning of 3D deconvolution microscopy, as will be dis-
cussed in section 4.

Illumination must be spatially and angularly uniform.
When recording light fields of semi-transparent specimens under
transmitted light, any non-uniformity in the spatial or angular dis-
tribution of illumination will appear in the light field, either as a
falloff of intensity towards the periphery of the captured image or
of each microlens subimage, respectively [Piller 1977]. Given a
spatially non-uniform light source such as an incandescent bulb or
arc lamp, it is possible by adjusting the height of the microscope
substage condenser to force the illumination to be spatially uni-
form at the specimen (so-called Ko

..
hler illumination) or angularly

uniform, but not both at once. In our prototype we used diffusers
to approximate the desired condition, but this created some
unwanted stray light; a fiber optic scrambler would have been bet-
ter. When recording light fields of most fluorescent specimens,
the angular distribution of fluorescence is independent of the
angular distribution of the stimulating radiation, which therefore
needs only to be spatially uniform. This condition is satisfied by
most research-grade fluorescent light sources.
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Figure 3: The geometry of microscope light fields. (a) In an unrestricted optical system, cones of rays from points A on the object are refracted by
lens B, reconverging to points on the intermediate image plane (off-page) at C. In an ideal lens, the centroids of these cones (red lines) converge at
the first principal point (red dot); this is the effective center of perspective of the lens. (b) In a microscope objective, a stop D is placed at the rear fo-
cal plane of the lens (one focal length behind the second principal point). This so-called telecentric stop blocks certain peripheral rays, causing the
cones to become symmetric and of constant width. The centroids of these altered cones are vertical and parallel, creating an orthographic view. (c)
An oblique orthographic view of an embryo mouse lung, computed by extracting an off-center pixel from each microlens image. The accompanying
diagram, displayed by our interactive viewer, is drawn to scale except for the objective lens (gray shape at top). The objective was a 16×/0.4NA (dry),
which allows views up to 15 degrees away from vertical; the current view (parallel gray rays) is about half of this. Alternatively, perspective views
may be generated. (d) A synthetically focused view, computed by summing rays that converge to points on a plane (horizontal green line) 100 mi-
crons above the original focal plane (horizontal gray line). Tilted focal planes are also possible [Vaish 2005], even curved focal surfaces.

3. Design trade-offs and optical performance
Unlike light field cameras, where the design can be worked

out from ray diagrams [Ng et al. 2005], the behavior of a light
field microscope is governed primarily by the wav e nature of light.
One of the principal results of Fourier optics is that light propagat-
ing from an object through a lens is bandlimited to NA/λ [Good-
man 1996], where λ is the wav elength of light. NA, or numerical
aperture, is equal to n sin (θ ), where θ is the angle made by rays
near the edge of the lens (marginal rays) with respect to the opti-
cal axis (see figure 3(b)), and n is the index of refraction of the
medium adjacent to the lens. 2 Thus, the information in the image
(or at any plane above the lens aperture) is bandlimited, and one
can represent this information by a Nyquist sampled version of the
original object with a sample spacing of λ / (2NA).

The limited information in an image means that single sam-
ples (on these planes) have no directional information associated
with them. Each emits a spherical wav e, which has intensity and
phase but no directional information. Directional information
comes from aggregating a number of samples together − the larger
the number of samples aggregated, the larger the number of distin-
guishable ray directions. This trade-off between spatial and direc-
tional resolution is one for one, so their product is fixed. In nor-
mal microscopy, we use spatial information only, so the number of

2Typical values of n are 1.00 for air, 1.33 for water, and 1.52 for microscope immer-
sion oil, and the numerical apertures of microscope objectives range from 0.2 to 1.4.
For readers familiar with photography, numerical aperture can be converted to F-
number (f/stop) N using the approximate formula N = 1 / (2 NA).

resolvable spots in the image is the same as the number of sam-
ples as just defined. If we place a microlens array at the image
plane, we can preserve some of the directional information, but
only by making each microlens capture a number of samples, low-
ering the spatial resolution of the image.

Three main parameters govern the design of a light field
microscope: the size of the microlens array and the curvature and
size of an individual microlens. With the foregoing discussion in
mind, the first two parameters should be chosen so as to make
optimal use of the sensor resolution and the information in the
light field. The third parameter may be freely chosen, and it
allows us trade off lateral and axial resolution in the microscope.

Microlens array size. Since we are placing our microlens
array at the intermediate image plane, its size should be chosen to
cover the image created there by the objective. This equals the
linear field of view on the specimen multiplied by the lateral mag-
nification M of the objective (ratio of the two red lines in figure
2(a)). For typical objectives, M is in the range 10× to 100×, and
the intermediate image is a circle 50-60mm in diameter. Of this
only the innermost 19-23mm is well-corrected for aberrations.
The ocular clips the intermediate image to this smaller diameter,
which is then called the field number of the microscope. Since the
spatial resolution of our images is limited by the (relatively large)
distance between microlens centers, small aberrations in the
objective don’t affect us as severely as they do in a full-resolution
system. We therefore felt justified in pushing the field number
slightly; the array in our prototype measures 36×24mm, not coin-
cidentally the size of a full-frame 35mm camera sensor.
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Microlens curvature. The resolving power of a multi-lens
optical system is governed by the smallest NA among its lenses.
To ensure that the microlenses do not limit the resolution of our
light field microscope, and also to ensure that their images of the
objective exactly fill the sensor plane without overlapping or leav-
ing space between them [Ng et al. 2005], the numerical aperture
of these microlenses should match the image-side numerical aper-
ture of the objective, which is its (object-side) NA divided by its
magnification M . Expressing this constraint as an F-number
(focal length divided by diameter) gives

(1)N =
M

2NA

For example, for a 40×/0.95NA objective, the largest NA possible
in air, we should employ f/20 microlenses. The microlenses in
our prototype are 125μ on a side, so their focal length is 125μ ×
f/20 = 2.5mm, which is the distance from F to G in figure 2(b).

Microscopes typically allow the user to select among several
objectives by rotating a mechanical turret. In future microscopes
one can imagine a second turret filled with microlens arrays. For-
tunately, the NA of an objective typically rises with its magnifica-
tion, which has the effect of holding image-side numerical aper-
ture constant. Thus, it is possible to find objectives with different
magnifications that all use the same F-number microlenses. To
illustrate this point, figure 4 shows how exit pupil size and
microlens F-number vary as functions of objective magnification
and numerical aperture. 3 Notice that the dashed horizontal line
denoting our f/20 array intersects many popular objectives, includ-
ing 20×/0.5, 40×/0.95, and 60×/1.4.

Another observation we can make from this figure is that, to
accommodate low-magnification high-NA objectives, we must use
stronger microlenses. Such combinations allow us to make larger
images or to capture more angular parallax, assuming we use
appropriate microlens arrays and sensors. However, building such
systems will be challenging since they require larger exit pupils,
hence physically larger objective lenses. Eventually, we exceed
the diameter of the threaded barrel by which the objectives are
screwed into the turret, denoted by the upper dashed horizontal
line in the figure. To employ combinations above this line, new
microscopes would need to be designed.

Microlens size and lateral resolution. In integral photogra-
phy with a lenslet array and field lens, we control spatial and
angular resolution by selecting the number of lenslets Ns × Nt and
the number of pixels Nu × Nv behind each lenslet, respectively. In
microscopy, total resolution Nu × Nv × Ns × Nt is limited by the
number of resolvable sample spots in the specimen, as noted ear-
lier. A commonly used measure of this resolution is the Sparrow
limit [Inoué 1997, p. 31], which is defined as the smallest spacing
between two points on the specimen such that intensity along a
line connecting their centers in the image barely shows a measur-
able dip. The Sparrow limit is nearly the same as the Nyquist cri-
teria on sample spacing discussed earlier. Expressed as a distance
on the intermediate image plane, this limit is

3The exit pupil gives the diameter of the image you see if you look through the back
of an objective. Its size is 2 L (NA/M), where L is the distance to the image plane,
sometimes called the tube length. In the figure we assume L = 160mm.
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Figure 4: Microlens curvature for different objectives. For an objec-
tive having a given magnification and numerical aperture, the required
F-number of the microlenses is given by the colored curves.

(2)Robj =
0. 47 λ

NA
M

where λ is the wav elength of light. Since the microlens array
does not change the number of resolvable spots, our only remain-
ing choice is how much angular resolution is desired, or how
much spatial resolution can be sacrificed. This relation is

(3)Nu × Nv =
W × H

Robj

where W × H are the microlens dimensions and Nu × Nv are the
number of resolvable spots behind each microlens. For example,
under green light (535nm), a 40×/0.95 objective has
Robj = 10. 59μ. Using our 36×24mm sensor, we obtain an upper
limit of 3400 × 2266 resolvable spots. 4 Having chosen
microlenses 125μ on a side, we obtain images of 288×192 pixels,
our pixel size in object space is 125μ / 40× = 3.1μ, and we should
expect Nu = Nv = 125μ / 10.59μ = 11.8 resolvable spots per
microlens. 3.1μ is our lateral resolution on the specimen, and
11.8 spots is our angular resolution. The effect of this angular res-
olution on axial resolution is considered next.

Axial resolution. After lateral resolution, microscopists are
most concerned about axial resolution - the ability to distinguish
features at different depths by refocusing the microscope. The
commonly accepted measure of axial resolution is depth of field.
In photography, formulas for depth of field can be derived using
geometrical optics alone. In a microscope wav e optics adds an
additional term to these formulas to account for the fact that when
light is perfectly focused, it still has spatial extent. The sum of
these two terms gives the total depth of field [Inoué 1995]:

4 The Canon 5D in our prototype has 8.2μ pixels and 4368 × 2912 pixels, which is
adequate, but falls slightly short if the Bayer color mosaic is considered.
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Figure 5: Optical performance of our light field microscope. The subject is a set of 11.6μ bars spaced 23.2μ apart from a Richardson Test Slide,
imaged using a 16×/0.4 dry objective. (a) To measure light field resolution, we focused on the bars, then lowered the stage in increments, capturing
a light field at each increment. This caused the bars to move closer together. Shown here is a single microlens image from each light field, labeled
with inter-bar spacings in image space. The bars became indistinguishable when they were 10.5μ ± 1μ apart (red line), in good agreement with Robj
in column 3 of table 1. (b) To demonstrate focusing range, we focused on the bars, then lowered the stage in 10μ increments, capturing a new light
field at each increment. We then attempted to synthetically bring the bars back into focus. We succeeded until the bars had moved about 120μ.
This represents the far side of our extended depth of field. The blue line represents the theoretical limit, based on Dtot3

from the table. (c) To
demonstrate optical sectioning, we focused on the bars, captured one light field, and refocused it synthetically in 10μ increments. As expected, it
went out of focus quickly. The blue line represents the theoretical limit Dtot2

. The relative distances between the base case (mauve rectangle) and
the blue bars in (b) and (c) represent the extension in depth of field provided by our microscope.

(4)Dtot = Dwave + Dgeom =
λ n

NA2
+

n

M NA
e

where e is the spacing between samples in the image. In our
microscope there are three cases to consider:

(1) Microscope alone. In an ordinary microscope having a
camera at the intermediate image plane (i.e. no projection
lens), e is the spacing between sensor pixels. If we
assume these are small enough to not limit resolution, we
obtain an expression in which the wav e term dominates:

(5.1)Dtot1 ≈
λ n

NA2
.

(2) With microlenses. In this situation the effective pixels are
Nu × Nv times larger than the diffraction-limited spot size,
since we are imaging this many spots behind each
microlens. Let us assume Nu = Nv. This leads to an
expression in which the geometry term now dominates:

(5.2)Dtot2
≈

(2 + Nu) λ n

2NA2
.

(3) Single microlens pixel. If we look at a single pixel behind
a microlens, the wav e term remains the same, since the
NA of the optical system is unchanged, but the geometric
term is increased by restricting the set of rays that form
each pixel to 1/N2

u of the available angular information.
As is also proven in [Ng 2005], this increases depth of
field by a factor of Nu. In our case this leads to

(5.3)Dtot3
≈

(2 + N2
u) λ n

2NA2
.

To illustrate these formulae, the depths of field for three
objectives are given in table 1. In the context of our application,
Dtot3

is the depth of field observed when manipulating viewpoint
(top row of images in figure 1), Dtot2

is the depth of field when

focusing synthetically (bottom row of images in figure 1), and Nu

is the number of slices with non-overlapping depths of field con-
tained in any focal stack computed from a light field. 5 Although
the third column in this table corresponds to the arrangement used
to capture figure 1, the pixel spacing in our Canon 5D fell short of
the required resolution, as noted previously. This shortfall limited
Nu in that figure to about 7 resolvable spots and the observed
depths of field to about half of the values shown in the table.

Figure 5 shows the results of two experiments designed to
confirm the validity of our model. In these experiments we used a
5:1 macro lens to circumvent the limited resolution of our camera.
In figure 5(a), we measured the resolution of image obtainable by
each microlens. When our light field microscope is deliberately
misfocused, each microlens forms a perspective image of a small
portion of the specimen; the greater the misfocus, the wider the

50×/1.3NA oil 40×/0.95NA dry 16×/0.4NA dry

Robj 9.67μ 10.59μ 10.06μ
Nu 12.93 spots 11.81 spots 12.43 spots

Dtot1 0.48μ 0.59μ 3.34μ
Dtot2

3.59μ 4.09μ 24.12μ
Dtot3

40.67μ 41.91μ 261.57μ
figures 6 1, 3, 5

Table 1: Depths of field computed using equations (5.1-5.3). We
assume green light (λ = 535nm), f/20 microlenses, and n = 1.52 for
the oil immersion objective. We also assume a spacing between
camera pixels small enough to not be a limiting factor.

5 To a microscopist, the number of useful slices is higher than Nu because focal
stacks, especially if used in 3D deconvolution, are typically made of slices whose
depth of field overlap by 50% or more to avoid aliasing [Schechner 1999].
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Figure 6: 3D reconstruction of a fluorescent bead using deconvolution microscopy. (a) Micrograph of a 15-micron polystyrene bead surface stained
with BODIPY (Invitrogen FocalCheck microspheres #F-7235), mounted in immersion oil, and imaged by a 40×/1.3 oil Nikon Fluor objective (oper-
ating at 49× due to an intervening tube lens) with epi-illumination at 480nm and stimulated emission at 535nm. (b) Theoretical PSF for this objec-
tive, enhanced for display. (c) Vertical cross-section of a (grayscale) focal stack, obtained by moving the stage through 40 microns in 1-micron in-
crements. The focal stack represents real (optical) convolution of the physical bead by the PSF. (d) Cross-section of deconvolved volume. Note the
darker center and reduced blurring relative to (c). The turnip-shaped top and bottom arise from the limited set of rays captured by the objective. (e)
Light field of the same bead, photographed with the same objective and our microlens array. Each microlens covers 3 × 3 microns on the specimen,
so the bead covers only 5 × 5 microlenses. (f),(g) PSF of our synthetic focusing procedure. (g) was computed from an empirically measured "core"
(f) using the method described in the text. (h) Cross-section of our synthetic focal stack. (i) Cross-section of deconvolved volume. Qualitatively the
result compares favorably to (d), albeit at much lower spatial resolution. These reconstructions took several minutes each to compute on a PC.

portion. Using this behavior, we could have lowered the stage and
imaged a shrinking-raster pattern; however, no such pattern was
available at this scale. Instead, we employed a grid and moved the
microscope through a succession of Z -positions. When the grid
lines became indistinguishable, we used the known imaging
geometry to estimate microlens image resolution. This resolution
represents an empirical measurement of Robj in equation (2).

In figure 5(b), we deliberately misfocused the microscope by
lowering the stage, captured a light field, and attempted to bring it
back into focus synthetically. Once this procedure starting failing,
we treated this Z -position as one side of the depth of field of the
microlens. Approximately twice this depth represents an empiri-
cal measurement of Dtot2

in equation (5.2). (We say approxi-
mately because depth of field is not symmetric around the plane of
best focus.) Although we were able to confirm these values to
within measurement error, the synthetically focused images in fig-
ure 5(b) are softer than we would like, probably due to uncor-
rected spherical aberrations in the objective.

4. 3D reconstruction
Estimating the 3D shape of objects from images of them is a

central problem in computer vision. Tw o common approaches are
shape-from-stereo, which employs two or more views taken from
different observer positions, and shape-from-focus, which employ
two or more views from the same position but with different focus
settings. Since the aperture of a camera can be interpreted as a
collection of closely spaced observer positions, a close relation-
ship exists between these two approaches [Schechner 2000a].

Computer vision can also be applied to microscopic specimens if
they hav e rough, nearly opaque surfaces. One example is the
shape-from-focus method of [Nayar 1990; Shah 1992], which can
be extended to handle smooth surfaces by adding structured illu-
mination [Noguchi 1994].

For semi-transparent objects, methods based on a small num-
ber of differently focused views no longer work. Instead, one
must treat each view as a projection through the object. If the
aperture is a pinhole, values of the object function (either its linear
attenuation or emission) are integrated along rays passing through
the pinhole. If the pinhole is replaced with an ideal lens, then
integrals along rays are replaced with integrals over double cones
centered at points in the object that are in focus [Swedlow 1997].
This double cone is the point-spread-function (PSF) of the lens,
and it represents blurring due to defocus. If one includes the
effects of diffraction, this PSF becomes hourglass shaped, having
a finite waist at the plane of focus. Moving the lens along its opti-
cal axis, we form a sequence of images focused at different
depths, i.e. a focal stack. This process is a convolution of the
object by the PSF to form a 3D image.

Reconstruction by 3D deconvolution attempts to reassign that
portion of the light recorded in each pixel that is due to blurring
back to the voxels from which they came, i.e. it tries to estimate
the object given the 3D image and PSF. Although the blurring
convolution can be expressed as a matrix multiplication and
directly inverted [Castleman 1979, p. 354], the matrix is usually
too ill-conditioned for this method to succeed. Instead, iterative
algorithms are employed. To ensure convergence to a meaningful
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(a) focused image (b) cross section (c)-(e) volume renderings

Figure 7: 3D reconstruction of a silkworm mouth photographed under transmitted light. The objective was a 40×/1.3 Nikon Fluor oil objective (op-
erating at 1.25NA due to the condenser). A photograph was captured through our microlens array, synthetically focused to create a 80-micron stack
with 1-micron spacing, and deconvolved as described in the text. (a) Slice from focal stack. (b) Slice from volume after deconvolution. (c)-(e)
Maximum-projection volume renderings from different viewpoints. All images are shown in inverted grayscale to improve clarity in the renderings.

result, constraints are applied, for example that the object must be
positive everywhere (see Appendix A). In this paper we
employed an implementation of this algorithm in which the first
guess for the object is formed from a Wiener filtering of the 3D
image, and the PSF is provided empirically [Holmes 1995].

Empirical measurement of microscope PSFs is normally per-
formed by recording a focal stack of a subresolution fluorescent
bead. This focal stack shows the effects of both diffraction and
defocus. In our case focusing is performed synthetically, so a dif-
ferent procedure must be used. We first record a light field of a
0.2μ bead using standard protocol. Since our microlenses are
larger than the diffraction limit, the bead fills only one microlens
subimage, as shown in figure 6(f). We then perform synthetic
focusing on this light field, producing the PSF in figure 6(g). This
PSF is free of noise and aberrations, since the focusing system is
synthetic, but it correctly reflects the angular range of rays cap-
tured by the objective, including any falloff in intensity.

The rest of figure 6 compares 3D reconstruction of a
15-micron fluorescent bead − a standard test object − based on
focal stacks produced by repositioning the microscope stage (top
row) or by capturing and synthetically focusing a light field (bot-
tom row). Figure 7 illustrates 3D reconstruction of a thicker spec-
imen - the mouth of a silkworm.

5. Discussion
The dimensionality of a microscope light field. Since the

initial input to our deconvolution pipeline is a 4D light field rather
than a 3D focal stack, one is led to ask: are we discarding infor-
mation by generating a focal stack that could be used to make bet-
ter reconstructions? The answer is no, but the reason is surprising.

If we approximate each resolvable spot on the intermediate
image plane as a point and the samples in our light field as rays,
then in the absence of scattering these samples represent line inte-
grals of transmittance or emission through the specimen. Under
these assumptions, it should be possible to reconstruct volumes
from light fields using tomography [Kak 1988]. The standard
input dataset for tomographic reconstruction of a volume is a 3D
set of line integrals, organized into 2D subsets lying on parallel
planar slices. In this scenario there are no lines passing through

multiple slices, as would be present in a 4D light field. However,
by gathering these out-of-plane lines into slices in other direc-
tions, one can extend the standard algorithm to accommodate
them [Colsher 1980]. In the extended algorithm the extra rays act
to reduce noise.

The same is true in microscope deconvolution, but with a
twist. By restricting illumination to a 1D slit at the condenser
aperture (sometimes called the "Fourier plane"), one can produce
a focal stack whose PSF is approximately a planar double-triangle
rather than a volumetric double-cone. Even so, 3D deconvolution
should still work and produce a valid volume. Thus, fully illumi-
nating the aperture is not strictly necessary, and the extra dimen-
sion of information in a light field acts mainly to reduce noise.
(For ordinary cameras, this property of circular apertures is noted
in [Schechner 2000a].) Interestingly, if we restrict the aperture to
a slit, and we replace our spherical lenslets with cylindrical
lenslets having their long axis perpendicular to the slit, one might
be able to capture light fields with enough angular information to
perform deconvolution, but with less loss of spatial resolution than
in our present system. This is an area for future work.

Looking deeper into the relationship between deconvolution
and tomography, it is shown in Appendix A that, for the (unrealis-
tic) case of an infinite aperture (i.e. no missing rays), synthetic
focusing followed by 3D deconvolution using inverse filtering
[Castleman 1979] is equivalent to tomographic reconstruction
using the 3D Fourier projection-slice theorem. It is also shown
that, for the more realistic case of a finite aperture, synthetic
focusing followed by constrained iterative (non-blind) deconvolu-
tion [Swedlow 1997] is equivalent to tomographic reconstruction
from limited-angle projections using the Simultaneous Algebraic
Reconstruction Technique (SART) [Anderson 1984]. Although
others have observed the similarity in artifacts produced by decon-
volution and tomography [McNally 1994], we have not found
these two approaches compared formally.

These relationships lead naturally to a second question: aside
from reducing noise, do 4D light fields contain any information
beyond that needed for 3D reconstruction? Under the assumption
of weak scattering, the answer is again no, with the notable excep-
tion that some fluorescent materials emit polarized light, and the
direction of polarization is a useful signal [Inoué 1997]. For more
strongly scattering materials the answer is yes - the 4D light field
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encodes the directional dependence of scattering, i.e. the scatter-
ing phase function. However, if the specimen is too thick, then
reconstruction by deconvolution is no longer strictly valid. In this
case, 3D reconstruction may be still possible using other algo-
rithms, such as diffuse optical tomography [Arridge 2001] or, in
the case of complete opacity, computer vision algorithms.

The light-gathering power of a light field microscope. As a
final point of discussion, we have focused on the geometric trade-
offs of our microscope. However, microscopists are often equally
concerned about light-gathering power. If the goal is to compute
3D shape, and if we can assume that the specimen is motionless,
then instead of capturing a light field using (for example) a 1-sec-
ond exposure followed by synthetic focusing to yield a focal stack
of 10 low-resolution slices, we could instead increase the light
intensity by 10×, move the microscope stage quickly in Z, and
capture 10 high-resolution images in the same amount of time.
(For opaque specimens, in which shape-from-focus can be
applied, a smaller number of images may suffice.) However, since
pixels in the high-resolution images would be 100× smaller in this
example than pixels in the synthetic focal stack, we must increase
light intensity by another 100× to obtain equivalent SNR (at least
due to photon shot noise).

This comparison assumes that light is plentiful and that
intense lighting will not damage the specimen. This was true for
the specimens we photographed for this paper 6, but in practical
fluorescence microscopy the opposite is often true; the level of
stimulated emission may be low, or intense or repeated illumina-
tion may bleach the photopigment or kill the organism. In
extreme cases, the photopigment may bleach significantly during
acquisition of the focal stack, leading to artifacts in the 3D recon-
struction [Markham 2001]. In these situations, the microscopist
may be willing to sacrifice spatial resolution for light-gathering
ability, thereby allowing them to lower the light intensity. Return-
ing to the base case of a conventional microscope, let us assume
the microscopist can tolerate an N2

u loss in lateral resolution and
wishes to obtain a focal stack containing Nu slices, this can be
done two ways:

(1) turn down the light by a factor of N2
u , shoot Nu images,

moving the stage between each image, and downsample
each image by Nu in each of X and Y , or

(2) turn down the light by a factor of N2
u , introduce a

microlens array having N2
u pixels behind each microlens,

shoot one image of the same duration, and use synthetic
focusing to produce the Nu slices.

The pixels in both methods each gather the same amount of light
and will therefore exhibit equivalent SNR. However, the second
method can be generated in Nu × less clock time and with Nu ×
less light. The secret, of course, is that the Nu slices produced
using the light field microscope re-use the captured pixels Nu

times, re-organizing them to focus at different depths. This re-use
of data is one of the key arguments for light field microscopy.

6 In most of our experiments we used a Canon 5D with two nose-to-nose 50mm f/1.4
lenses, a well-known photographer’s trick that yields a 1:1 macro lens with an unusu-
ally large aperture. Using this setup, typical exposure times were 1/125 second for
trans-illuminated (brightfield) specimens and 1/15 second for epi-illuminated (fluo-
rescent) specimens.

6. Conclusions and future work
We hav e described a new kind of microscope, which uses an

array of microlenses to capture the 3D structure of microscopic
objects in a single snapshot (and therefore at a single instant in
time). The sacrifice we make to obtain this capability is a reduc-
tion in lateral resolution. Specifically, for a reduction by a factor
of Nu × Nv, we can compute roughly Nu × Nv unique oblique
views of the specimen, we can generate a focal stack containing
Nu slices with non-overlapping depths of field, and using decon-
volution algorithms, we can convert this focal stack to a volumet-
ric model containing Nu slices.

One way to think about our microscope is that it separates
image capture from the selection of viewpoint and focus. Thus, a
specimen could be photographed today and (virtually) examined
tomorrow, or photographed in one hospital and examined in
another. Using our approach automated microscopes wouldn’t
need to focus perfectly before photographing each sample in a
multi-well plate, leading to higher throughput. Here are a few
variants on the light field microscope that we’ve thought of:

• One-shot focusing. To photograph light-sensitive specimens,
the microscopist could insert a microlens array, capture a light
field, and use it to find the most interesting features and best
plane of focus. A motorized stage would be driven to the
appropriate position, the microlens array removed, and a sec-
ond image captured. This image would have high lateral reso-
lution, and we have reduced light damage to the specimen.

• Real-time follow-focus. To capture video of moving speci-
mens, one could employ an array with a large number of small
microlenses, e.g. 800 × 800 microlenses with 3 × 3 spots
behind each microlens. While not sufficient to perform 3D
reconstruction, such an arrangement would have sufficient
axial resolution to determine whether the specimen is moving
up or down. This information could be used to drive a motor-
ized Z -stage. Similar systems based on 1D microlens arrays
are employed in photographic cameras [Goldberg 1992, p. 41].

• Light field dissecting microscopes. When examining large
specimens (tens or hundreds of microns across), appreciation
of perspective is as important as lateral resolution. This is why
low-powered ("dissecting") microscopes provide stereo view-
ing. A light field microscope offers even more appreciation of
3D structure, if we can devise suitable ways to present the
information, such as an autostereoscopic display.

Regarding other future work, we would like a better under-
standing of the angular distribution of light in our microlens
subimages. Since current microscopes are not designed to image
angular information, one does not expect them to do it well. One
factor already mentioned is polarization. In polarized light
microscopy, one can observe either the specimen directly
(orthoscopy) or the angular distribution of its polarization proper-
ties (conoscopy [Pluta 1988, vol. 3, p. 230]), but not both at once.
We also believe that light fields can be used to correct for lens
aberrations [Ng 2006]. Aside from improving the imagery from
our existing system, this may pave the way toward microscopes
with larger field numbers, or suggest a new methodology for
designing objectives, in which certain aberrations are optimized
while others are ignored.
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Thinking beyond the selection of viewpoint and focus, by
placing spatially graduated filters at the objective aperture plane
(or condenser plane), one can modulate the exposure, spectral
selectivity, polarization or phase delay of each microlens pixel,
leading to a multi-variable mosaic [Schechner 2001; Nayar 2002]
or to specialized devices, such as a single-snapshot imaging spec-
trophotometer. Finally, we conjecture that microlens arrays might
be useful in the illumination path of microscopes, not only in the
imaging path. If coupled with a video projector or other spatial
light modulator, this would permit generation of arbitrary incident
light fields, which could be used to implement confocal
microscopy [Levo y 2004] or to provide structured illumination for
the improvement of resolution [Gustafsson 2005].
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Appendix A: 3D deconvolution and tomography
The relationship between three-dimensional imaging by a

microscope and by a tomographic imaging system has been
pointed out by numerous people, notably Streibl [1984; 1985].
(For a more complete list of references, see [Schechner 2000b].)
However, Streibl’s seminal work predated the development of
practical solution methods for these two problems. Here we con-
sider some basic relationships between these solution methods.

Let V be the volume we are imaging, and Iω be an ortho-
graphic view of this volume centered on the origin along direction
ω . A light field of V consists of the set of Iω where ω lies on the
unit hemisphere Ω. Let Iω be Pω , the integral projection of V
along ω , multiplied by Aω , which can describe radiometric falloff
over the aperture or restriction of viewing angle (if Aω = 0).

To show the equivalence between tomographic reconstruction
and deconvolution, we need to define two operators: Eω(I ), which
extrudes (backprojects) the plane I in direction ω to form a vol-
ume, and Rω(F(I )), the equivalent operation in Fourier space,
which places the Fourier transform of I in 3-space centered on the
origin so that its normal points in direction ω . This equivalence is
a trivial application of the Fourier projection-slice theorem.

Deconvolution by inverse filtering [Castleman 1977] takes a
focal stack FS and known point spread function PSF and solves
the following equation in the Fourier domain:

V * PSF = FS, F(V ) =
F(FS)

F(PSF)
.

Assuming V is transmissive or emissive (no scattering), then a
focal stack can be constructed from orthographic views by back-
projecting them along their centers of projection and adding them:

FS = ∫Ω
Eω(Iω ) dω = ∫Ω

Eω(Aω Pω ) dω

As described in section 4, the PSF is typically measured by cap-
turing a focal stack of a subresolution bead, which we can treat as
an impulse at the origin (Pω = δ ), leading (in the absence of
diffraction) to

PSF = ∫Ω
Eω(Aω δ ) dω

Assuming the PSF is spatially invariant, deconvolution by inverse
filtering from a light field then consists of evaluating

V = F−1

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

F ⎛
⎝∫Ω

Eω(Aω Pω ) dω ⎞
⎠

F ⎛
⎝∫Ω

Eω(Aω δ ) dω ⎞
⎠

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

Since the Fourier transform is linear and F(δ ) = 1, this is equiv-
alent to

(A.1)V = F−1
⎛
⎜
⎝

∫Ω
Rω(Aω F(Pω ))dω

∫Ω
Rω(Aω1) dω

⎞
⎟
⎠

In the full-angle case (Aω = 1), this deconvolution is the same
as fully three-dimensional tomography using the projection-slice
theorem [Colsher 1980]. The normalization factor, written here as
the sum of all constant valued planes passing through the origin,
evaluates to division by 1/r, where r is radius from the origin.

Now consider the case when Aω contains zeros. In decon-
volution this can be interpreted as the PSF being bandlimited; its
Fourier transform has zeros. In tomography this corresponds to
missing data at certain angles. Applying equation (A.1) directly
would give large noise amplification, so microscopy and medical
imaging have dev eloped spatial domain algorithms to replace it.
These algorithms use constrained gradient descent, and are called
constrained iterative deconvolution or Simultaneous Algebraic
Reconstruction Technique (SART), respectively. These two algo-
rithms are again equivalent, as we now show.

Constrained iterative deconvolution can be expressed as itera-
tively improving an estimated volume V by comparing the known
focal stack to the estimated focal stack (V * PSF), correcting the
estimate volume by the difference, then constraining the volume
to be non-negative [Swedlow 1997]:

1. Δ(k+1) ← FS(k) − V (k) * PSF

2. V (k+1) ← max (V (k) + Δ(k+1) , 0)

SART can be expressed as comparing known projections of the
volume in each direction (Iω ) to computed projections of the esti-
mate volume in the same directions with the same radiometry (V *
Eω(Aω δ )), correcting the estimate volume by the difference, then
constraining the volume to be non-negative [Kak 1988, p. 281]:

1. ∀ω, Δ(k+1)
ω ← Eω(Iω ) − V (k) * Eω(Aω δ )

2. V (k+1) ← max (V (k) + ∫Ω
Δ(k+1)

ω dω, 0)

SART can be converted to iterative deconvolution by moving the
integral inside each expression in step 1. It is only commuted
with other linear operations, so this remains the same algorithm:

1. Δ(k+1) ← ∫Ω
Eω(Iω ) dω − V (k) * ∫Ω

Eω(Aω δ ) dω

2. V (k+1) ← max (V (k) + Δ(k+1), 0)

Thus the update rule is identical to constrained iterative
deconvolution, since we showed previously that ∫Ω

Eω(Iω ) dω is

the focal stack and ∫Ω
Eω(Aω δ ) dω is the PSF.

The equivalences demonstrated in this Appendix should be
unsurprising to researchers familiar with both microscopy and
medical imaging. By including them in the present paper we hope
that these relationships, combined with our new ability to capture
and dissect the 4D light field, may lead to new insights of benefit
to the computer graphics and vision communities.
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